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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we give sufficient conditions for the solvability of operator 
equations 
Lx=Nx (1.1) 
in normed spaces, with L a linear noninvertible operator but with a finite- 
dimensional kernel and N a nonlinear operator. These problems at resonance 
have been studied extensively and the reader is refered to 13, 71 and the 
papers therein for further references. 
Basic for the proof of our theorems is a Leray-Schauder-type xistence 
theorem given by Mawhin [9] in the frame of the coincidence degree theory. 
Our theorems generalize a result of Mawhin [lo] (see our Corollary 3.2) and 
Granas theorem. The aim of our abstract theorems is to apply them to the 
problem of the existence of periodic solutions for periodic vector functional 
differential equations of arbitrary order of the form 
xCm) +Amelxcm- + **. +A,x’ =g(t,xl,...,Xy)), m> 1, (1.2) 
where Ai, i = l,..., m - 1, are n X n constant matrices. The main assumptions 
on the nonlinearity g are a one-side growth condition which generalizes to 
the vector case those considered by Ward [ 121; in particular, we include 
cases where N, defined by (Nx)(t) = g(t, x~,..., xj”-I’), is quasibounded or it 
is of exponential type, and an asymptotic condition expressed in terms on 
nonstrict inequalities in contrast with the conditions of Landesman-Lazer- 
type which are expressed in terms of strict inequalities (see Theorem 4.1). 
Although the proofs are simple, the obtained results are generalizations of 
existence theorems for periodic solutions of functional differential equations 
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obtained by different authors; see, for example, Fucik [6], Fennel1 [S], 
Mawhin [ 111. 
In Section 2 we give some mathematical preliminaries. In Section 3 we 
obtain a general existence theorem for some abstract equations and some 
corollaries which include a theorem of Mawhin and Granas theorem. In 
Section 4, the functional differential equation (1.2) is reduced to form (1.1) 
and, then, we apply the results of Section 3. In Section 5 we give some 
applications and examples. 
The authors have obtained some results on the existence of periodic 
solutions for functional differential equations of neutral type and for elliptic 
partial differential equations by using the results of Section 3. 
We owe a special thanks to J. Mawhin for several suggestions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X and Z be real normed spaces and L: dom L c X + Z a linear 
Fredholm mapping of index zero, i.e., Im L is closed and dim ker L = 
codim Im L < too. Then there exist continuous projections P: X -+ X and 
Q: Z--t Z such that Im P = ker L, Im L = ker Q. Moreover, the mapping 
L,: dom L n ker P+ Im L is invertible; denote, its inverse by K: Im L + 
dom L fl ker P. 
Let 52 be an open bounded subset of X such that dom L n 0 # 0 and 
N: fi+ Z a nonlinear mapping. The mapping N is said to be L-compact on 
fi if the mappings QN: d -+ Z and K(Z - Q)N: fi-+ X are compact, i.e., 
continuous and QN(fi), K(Z - Q) N(a) are relatively compact. This 
definition does not depend upon the choice of P and Q. 
Let C,(a) denote the class of mappings F: dom L n a-+ Z which are of 
the form F = L - N with N: fi -+ Z L-compact on fi, and which satisfy the 
condition 0 & F(dom L n 80). 
Now consider the equation 
Lx=Nx, L-N=FEC,@). (2.1) 
We can show that x is a solution of this equation in dom L n fi if and 
only if 
x=Px+JQNx+K(Z-Q)Nx, 
where J is an isomorphism from Im Q onto ker L. Thus, the set of coin- 
cidence points of the couple (L, N), i.e., the points x E dom L n fi such that 
Lx = Nx, is equal to the set of fixed points of the operator M: fi+ X defined 
by M=P+JQN+K(Z-Q)N. 
Since N is L-compact on fi, P has a finite-dimensional range and 
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0 6?G (L - N)(dom L naR), it follows that M is compact on fi and 
0 6?? (Z - M)(aO). Hence the Leray-Schauder degree of Z - M is well defined. 
By fixing an orientation on ker L and Im Q, Mawhin [8] defines the coin- 
cidence degree of L and N in 0 by 
where d,, is the Leray-Schauder degree. 
By using the coincidence degree theory, Mawhin [9] has proved the 
following Leray-Schauder-type xistence theorems: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let L-@=HEC,(R) and F=L-N with N:a-+Z 
L-compact on fi be such that 
(i) AFx+(l-1)HxfOfarevery (x,A)E(domLn~%2)~]0, I[. 
(ii) dM[ (L, @>, Q] # 0. 
Then Eq. (2.1) has at least one solution in dom L n fi. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let N: J?+ Z be L-compact on fi and assume that 
(i) Lx-ANx#Oforevery(x,A)E(domLn7aR)x]O,l[. 
(ii) QNx # 0 for every x E ker L n 34. 
(iii) The Brouwer degree d,(JQN, 9 n ker L, 0) # 0. 
Then Eq. (2.1) has at least one solution in dom L n fi. 
3. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR SOME OPERATOR EQUATIONS 
Let X, Z be real normed spaces, and denote by (. ( the corresponding 
norms. Let L: dom L c X + Z be a linear Fredholm mapping of index zero 
and N: X+ Z a nonlinear L-compact mapping on bounded subsets of X. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(1) There exists a linear functional y,: Z + R and constants k 2 0, 
a, > 0, 8, > 0 such that 
IK(Z-Q>Nxl~ky,(Nx)+a, I-4 +P, (3.1) 
for every x E X. 
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(2) There exists a mapping @: X-+ Z which is L-compact on bounded 
subsets of X, a linear functional y2: Z + R and constants a2 >, 0, B2 > 0 such 
that 
IW - Q> &xl < b,(@x) + a2 1x1 + P2 
for every x E X. 
(3) Every possible solution x of the equation 
AQNx + (1 - A) Q@x = 0, A E IO, 1 ] 
(3.2) 
satisfies the relations 
Ay,(Nx) + (1 - A) y2(@x) = 0. (3.3) 
JPxl <,ul(I-f7.x + rr (3.4) 
for some r > 0 and some p > 0. 
(4) d,vA(L @I, B,(s)1 f O,f or every s > r, where B,(s) is the open ball 
of center 0 and radius s in X. 
Then there is a, > 0 such that Eq. (2.1) has at least one solution provided 
a, + a2 < aO. 
Proof The proof consists of showing that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 
are satisfied for some open bounded set J2 c X. Since @ is L-compact on 
bounded subsets of X, condition (4) implies that L - @ = H E C,(B,%(s)) for 
every s > r, and that Theorem 2.1 (ii) is satisfied. 
We now verify Theorem 2.1(i) by proving the solutions of the family of 
equations 
~Fx+(1-~)Hx=Lx-~Nx-(1-~)@x=0, a E IO. I] (3.5) 
are a priori bounded. It is easily proved that these equations are equivalent 
to the system of equations 
AQNx+(l-A)Q@x=O 
x-Px=K(I-Q)(ANx+(l-k)@x). aE IO, 11 
the so-called bifurcation equation and auxiliary equation, respectively. 
Then, using assumptions (l)-(3), we have 
](1-P)x~~~~K(I-Q)Nx~+(1-~,]K(Z-Q>@x~ 
< kh,(Nx) + aI Ix1 + P, + Wl -a) y2(@x) + a2 /xl+ P2 
= Wy,Wx) + (1 -a) Y,(@x)] + a 1x1 +P 
=aIxl+P, 
where p = p, + p,. 
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Now, the last inequality and (3.4) imply that 
for some p > 0 and some r > 0. 
Thus, if a(1 +,D) < 1, that is, if a < (1 +,u)’ =a,,, then (xl < 
((1 + Pu>P + r)l(l - 41 + Pu>> = rl for every solution x of (3.5). Lastly. 
taking 0 = B,(r,), rz = max(r, T, ), all the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are 
satisfied and the proof is complete. 
Remark. N, @ are L-compact if either K is continuous and N, di: X+ Z 
are completely continuous or K is compact and N, @ are continuous and 
take bounded sets into bounded sets. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that the following assumptions hold: 
(a) K is continuous and N, @ are L-compact. 
(b) There exist a linear functional y: Z + R with Im L c ker y and 
constants a3 > 0, p3 > 0 such that 
IN-y1 ,< Wx) + a3 I4 +P3 (3.6) 
for every x E X. 
(c) There exist constants a4 > 0, /I4 > 0 such that 
/@xlG~(@x)+a41-d+P4 
for every x E X. 
(d) Every possible solution x of the equation 
AQNx + (1 - A) Q@x = 0, AE IO, 11 
satisfies the relation 
IPxJ <,u IV--P)xl+ r 
for some r > 0 and some p > 0. 
(e) d,[ (L, a), B,(s) ] f 0, for euery s > r. 
Then there is an a0 > 0 such that Eq. (2.1) has at least one solution provided 
a,+a,=a<a,. 
Proof: We prove that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied 
taking y, = yz = y. In fact, by hypotheses (b) and (c) we have 
IK(I--Q)Nx),<kINxI<ky(Nx)+ka,(xl+kL3, 
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and 
for every x E X, where k is the norm of K(1 - Q) and, thus, hypotheses (1) 
(2) of Theorem 3.1 are verified. 
Now, since ker Q = Im L c ker y, relation (3.3) is immediate. 
Remark. If y is continuous with norm less than one, then N takes 
bounded sets into bounded sets. 
Corollary 3.2 can be proved by using the same method of proof of 
Theorem 3.1 and applying Theorem 2.2, but we prefer to obtain it from 
Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that the following assumptions hold: 
(i) Either K is continuous and N is completely continuous or K is 
compact and N is continuous and takes bounded sets into bounded sets. 
(ii) Condition (b) of Corollary 3.1. 
(iii) Every possible solution x of QNx = 0 satisfies relation (3.4). 
(iv) d,(JQN, B,(s) f7 ker L, 0) # 0 for every s > r. 
Then there is an a,, > 0 such that Eq. (2.1) has at least one solution provided 
a3<a,. 
Proof. Take yi = y, y2 = 0, @ = QN, and a, =/I, = 0 in Theorem 3.1. 
Then N and @ are L-compact on bounded sets of X and conditions (l), (2) 
of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and AQNx + (1 -A) Q@x = 0, A E 10, l[ in 
hypothesis (3) is now QNx = 0. Hence, relation (3.3) is trivial from the fact 
Im L c ker y. 
Since @ = QN is L-compact on bounded subsets of X and Hx = 
Lx - @x = 0 is equivalent o 
Q#x = 0. Lx=O, 
i.e., 
QNx = 0, x E ker L, 
it follows from assumption (iii) that QNx # 0 for every x E ker L such that 
/xl > r. Hence, QNx # 0, i.e., Hx # 0 for every x E ker L n aB,(s), s > r. 
Thus HE C,(B,(s)) for every s > r. As Im Q is finite dimensional, 
Proposition II. 12 in Mawhin [ 91 implies that 
I d,[(L, @>, BAs>ll = I d,(JQN, B,(s) n ker L O>l. 
Thus, all assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and the proof is complete. 
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Remark. Corollary 3.2 generalizes Theorem 4.1 in Mawhin [lo] where 
he uses quasibounded nonlinearities, since (3.6) implies that N is 
quasibounded with quasinorm less or equal to a3 when we take y = 0. 
COROLLARY 3.3 (Granas theorem). If N: X + X is a completely 
continuous mapping in the Banach space X and there exist two nonnegative 
constants a < 1 and b such that 1 Nxl < a 1x1 + b, for all x E X, then x = Nx 
has at least one solution. 
Proof If we take X = Z, L = Z, y = 0, then hypothesis (ii) of 
Corollary 3.2 is satisfied with a, = a, ker y = X and Im L =X. Moreover, 
P = Q = 0 and K = Z, so that k = 1 and N is I-compact on bounded subsets 
of X. Also, hypothesis (iii) of Corollary 3.2 is obvious with y = 0 and the 
condition a3 = G[ < a, becomes a < 1. 
4. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Let Z denote the normed space of mappings x: R --t R” which are 
continuous and T-periodic (T > 0) with the norm ] x ] 1 = j”r 1 x(t)1 dt, where 1.1 
is the norm in R” given by Ix] = max,gicn ]xi] for x E R”. Let us denote by 
(x, y) the inner product of x and y in R”. 
By X we denote the (Banach) space of mappings x: R -+ R” which are 
continuous and T-periodic with their first m - 1, m > 1, derivates with the 
norm 
I1x)I,-, = max{]]x”‘)),: 0 < i < m - l), 
where ll-dlo = maxtER I-4 = maxt,lo,rl I-WI. 
For a fixed h > 0, let C the Banach space of continuous mappings 
IJ/: [-h, 0] + R” with the norm 
II WI1 =oE;y~,O, I w(e)l. 
Now, if xEX, tER, and O<i<m-1, we shall define xj”EC by 
xf’(f9) = xci)(t + B), 0 E [-h, 01. Ob serve that, for every 0 < i < m - 1. 
ll”~Yl~~ lI (i)llo~ 
g: R x (C)m-+Rn, (6 Wl ,-*-3 w,) -+ g(t, w13***7 u/m) 
be continuous, T-periodic with respect to t and taking bounded sets into 
bounded sets. 
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We are concerned with the existence of T-periodic solutions for the vector 
functional differential equation 
XCrn) +A,_,x(m-l) + *.a +A,x' =g(t,xt ),... Xy'), m> 1, (4.1) 
where Ai, i = l,..., m - 1, are n X n real constant matrices. 
IfwedeflneL:domLcX-+Zby 
dom L = {x E X: x is of class Cm}, 
LX=X’m) +A,-,x(m-l’ + *.. +A,x’ for x G dom L, 
and N: X-+ Z by (Nx)(t) =g(t, x~,..., xl”-I)) for x E X and t E R, then L 
and N take values in Z and problem (4.1) is equivalent to solving the 
operator equation Lx = Nx. 
It is easily verified that ker L = (x E dom L: x is a constant mapping} if 
and only if det(A”‘l, + A”- ‘A mu, + e .. + &l, ) = 0 has no root of the form 
2kni/T, with k a nonzero integer. We shall identify a constant mapping 
x: R -+ R” with the element of R” given by its constant value. So, we shall 
assume that ker L = R”. 
Finally, if we introduce the operators 
P: X+X,x~Px=~j7X(t)dt, 
0 
1 T 
Q: Z-+Z,z-+Qz=- 
I To 
z(t) dt, 
then P and Q are continuous projectors and Im P = ker L. 
Also, it follows from Fredholm alternative (see [7]) that ker Q = Im L. So, 
L is a linear Fredholm mapping of index zero. Moreover, K is compact and 
N is L-compact on bounded sets of X [7, p. 1781. 
Now, we are in a position to apply the results of Section 3 to Eq. (4.1). 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(1) ker L = {x E dom L: x is a constant mapping}. 
(2) There exist a E R”, ai 2 0, i = l,..., m and a continuous positive 
mapping p: R -+ R, t + /l(t), such that 
I s(t, v/I 7’.., w,)l < (a, id& v1 ,..., w,)) + CT 
,rl 
ai II Vill + P(t) 
for every (t, w1 ,..., w,) E R X (C)“‘. 
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(3) There exist a continuous mapping taking bounded sets into 
bounded sets @:X+ Z, a continuous positive mapping /.I’: R -+ R, and 
constants ai > 0, i = l,..., m, such that 
I( < (a, (@x)(t)) + E af 11x+‘) Ilo + P’(t) 
i=l 
for every t E R, x E X. 
(4) There exists r > 0 such that, for all x E dom L, x = (x, ,..., x,,), 
with min, (xi(t)/ > r for some j, 1 <j < n, we have 
(@x)(t) dt,jOrg(t, x ,,..., xjm-‘)) dt j > 0, 
where both integrals are not simultaneously the null vector. 
(5) d,[(L, @), B,(s)] # 0, for every s > r. 
Then there is an a, > 0 such that Eq. (4.1) has at least one T-periodic 
solution provided a = Cr!, T(a, + a,!) < (x0. 
ProoJ The proof consists of showing that the conditions of Corollary 3.1 
are satisfied. We know that K is compact and that N is L-compact on 
bounded sets of X. It is immediate that @ is L-compact on bounded sets of 
X. 
If we define the linear functional y: Z + R by 
Y(Z) = lo’ (a, z(0) dt, 
then Im L c ker y. If we integrate from 0 to T the inequality in condition (2) 
we have 
I oT Ig(t, x, ,..., xj”‘-‘))I dt < jor (a, g(t, x ,,..., xj”-I’)) dt 
+ 2 aiTl(x”-“I(, + j’/?(t)dt, 
i:l 0 
i.e., 
IW, ,< YW) + ma lI~ll,-~ +P” 
where a = C;!, ai T and /3” = J”: P(t) dt, so that Corollary 3.1 (b) is verified. 
Analogously, condition (c) follows from condition (3); assumption (5) is the 
same as (e), it only remains to prove that (d) follow from (4). Now, if x is a 
possible solution of 
AQNx + (1 - A) Q@x = 0, 1 E 10, 1 I, 
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i.e., 
2 CT gk x1,..., xj”-I)) dc + (1 -A) jr (@x)(t) dt = 0, A E IO, 11, 
0 0 
then there is a number tj E [0, 7’1 with ]xj(tj)] < T, j = l,..., n. In fact, if it is 
not the case, then ]xj(t)] > r, for some j, 1 <j Q n, and for every t E [0, T]. 
Hence, min, Ixj(t)\ > r. But, by assumption (4) 
If (QNx, QiVx) = 0, then QNx = 0 and Q@x = 0. This contradicts condition 
(4). Thus there is tj E [0, T] such that ]xj(tj)l < r, j = l,..., n. 
Thus ](Px)~(c~) + ((I - P)x)~(~~)( ( r, for j = l,..., n. Since Px is a constant 
mapping, we have 
which shows that assumption (d) is satisfied and the proof is complete. 
Remark 1. We could obtain a similar result by assuming Caratheodory 
conditions on g and taking Z = L’([O, T], R”). 
Remark 2. Theorem 4-l(2) is satisfied if the components gj(t, w1 ,..., v/,), 
j = l,..., n of the nonlinear part g(t, v, ,..., w,) verify: There exist aj E R, 
aij > 0, i = l,..., m, j = l,..., n, and a continuous positive mapping 8: R -+ R 
such that 
j = l,..., n, for all (t, vi,..., v,) E R x (C)*. 
Remark 3. Also, condition (4) is more general than the following: There 
exists r > 0 such that, for all x E dom L with min, Ix(t)] > r we have 
(@x)(t) dt, c,’ g(t, xl ,..., xl”- ‘)) dt ) > 0, 
where both integrals are not simultaneously the null vector. 
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Remark 4. Theorem 4.1 extends to functional differential equations the 
results in [2] for ordinary differential equations. Theorem 4.1 was proved in 
a different way in [I]. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that the following conditions hold: 
(i) Conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 4.1. 
(ii) There exists r > 0 such that, for all x E dom L with 
min, 1 xj(t)l > r for some j, 1 <j < n, we have 
I 
T 
g(t, x, ,..., XI”- I’) dt f 0. 
0 
(iii) The Brouwer degree 
dd@‘kerl. 9 B,(s) f~ ker L, 6) # 0 for every s > r, 
where QkerL is the restriction of @ to ker L defined by 
@J 
1 T 
kerL’ R”+R”, c+-- i T o 
g(t, c, 0 ,..., 0) dt. 
Then, there is an a0 > 0 such that Eq. (4.1) has at least one T-periodic 
solution provided a = x7!, Ta, < ao. 
Proof: We can prove this corollary from Corollary 3.2, but we prefer to 
obtain it from Theorem 4.1. If we deline @: X-+ Z by 
(@X)(t) = f JOT g(s, x, ,..., xi” - I)) ds, 
then Theorem 4.1(3) is superfluous and condition (4) is verified trivially. 
Also Theorem 4.1(5) is reduced to condition (iii) in a similar way as in the 
proof of Corollary 3.2. 
Remark 1. Corollary 4.1 extends Theorem 6.1 of Mawhin [ 111 in the 
following way: Theorem 4.1(2) for g replaces the stronger condition (Q) on 
g. One says that g satisfies condition (Q) if, for every E > 0 there exists v > 0 
such that for all (t, vi,..., w,) E R x (C)m we have 
Also, if N: X+ Z, (Nx)(t) = g(t, x~,..., XI”- “) is quasibounded, then g 
verifies Theorem 4.1(2). The class of mappings that satisfies Theorem 4.1(2) 
includes those of exponential type which do not satisfy condition (Q). 
50514913-7 
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Remark 2. A condition for which Corollary 4.l(iii) holds is the 
following: There exists Y: R” -+ R of class C’ with V(x) -+ +co (resp. -co) 
as ~x~++oo and V’(x) # 0 for 1x1 sufficiently large, such that 
(V’(x), Qker L(x)) > 0, for 1x1 sufficiently large. 
Remark 3. It is possible to define the mapping @ in different ways to 
obtain other existence theorems (see [2]). 
5. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we shall study the existence of T-periodic solutions of the 
scalar functional differential equations of the form 
xtm) + a,-, xfrn-‘) + . e . + a, x’ = g(t, x(t - h)) -f(t), m > 1, (5.1) 
where ai, i = l,..., m - 1, are real constants and g: R x R -+ R, (t, y) -+ g(t, y), 
and f: R + R, t-f (0, are continuous and T-periodic with respect to t. 
Suppose that there are constants 6-t and 6- with g(t, y) >, 6+ for y > 0 and 
g(t,y)<&- foryg0. Define,u+:R+RU(-co,+a} by 
c1 t (t) = hm+i%f g(t, y), iu - (t) = lim sup g(t, y). 
y-1-m 
Then, we have 
COROLLARY 5.1. If the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) Equation A” + a,,-, A”-’ t ... t a, A = 0 has no root of the form 
2klri/T, with k a nonzero integer. 
(b) There exist a constant a > 0 and a continuous positive function 
j?: R -+ R, such that 
Ig(t,y)l~g(t,y)+a/yl+P(t) 
for all (t, y) E R X R. 
I 
T 
(cl p - (t) dt < ‘f(t) dt < lrp t (t) dt. 
0 I 0 0 
Then there is an a0 > 0 such that Eq. (5.1) has at least one T-periodic 
solution provided a < a,. 
Proof. We shall prove that the conditions of Corollary 4.1 are satisfied. 
Conditions (a) and (b) being respectively equivalent to (1) and (2) in 
Theorem 4.1; it suffices to prove that (ii) and (iii) in Corollary 4.1 follow 
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from (c). If condition (ii) does not follow from (c), there exist a sequence 
(x,}, n E N, with x, E dom L and min, Ix,,(f)] > IZ such that 
j’& x,0 - h)) dt = j’f(t) dt, n E N. 
0 0 
From min, Ix,(t)1 > n it follows that, going if necessary to a subsequence, we 
have either x,, n E N, is a positive function or x,, n E N, is a negative 
function. Considering, for definiteness the first case, we obtain by Fatou’s 
lemma, 
1 ‘f(t) dt = hmf;f j’g(t, xn(t - h)) dt 0 0 
i 
r 
2 lim inf g(t, x,(t - h)) dt 0 n-+02 
> ,fl lirn&f g(t, y) dt = j’p + (t) dt, 
0 
a contradiction with (c). 
Now, consider the mapping 
4p herLzR +R, @LL Cc> = fl (g(f, c) -f(O) dt. 
Again, by Fatou’s lemma, there is c, > 0 such that QkerL(c) > 0 and 
QkerL(-C) < 0, for c > c,, which implies condition (iii) by the Poincare-Bohl 
theorem. 
Remark. A dual result is also true with 
P + (t> = I:$:$ g(t, y), p - (t) = lim sup g(t, y), tER 
.v+tLr 
and condition (c) holding. These conditions are Landesman-Lazer-type con- 
ditions. 
Corollary 5.1 generalizes a result of Fucik [6] (see [7]) and extends to 
functional differential equations Theorem 1 of Ward [ 121, who proved it in a 
different way. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the scalar functional differential equation 
x’(t) = -bx(t) + eexffdh) +f(t), b > 0, h > 0, (5.2) 
where f: R -+ R is a continuous and T-periodic function not identically zero. 
This equation is related to the equation which arises in the model of Lasota- 
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Wazewska on the survival of red blood cells (see [4] for more details). In 
their model, f = 0. 
Define g: R x C-+ R by g(t, w) = -by(O) + e-@-“) +f(t), v/E C, t E R. 
Then Eq. (5.2) is equivalent o 
x’(t) = g(4 x1). (5.3) 
Now, we apply Corollary 4.1 to prove the existence of at least one T- 
periodic solution of Eq. (5.2) for b sufficiently small. 
Condition (i) is immediate by taking a = 1, a, = 26. Also, condition (ii) is 
easily verified. To verify condition (iii) we use Remark 2 of Corollary 4.1. In 
fact, take V: R + R, c + V(c) = -c2/2. Then 
( ’ l I: V(c),7 (-bc+e-‘+f(t))dt =bc2-ce-‘.-c+,f’ o f(t) dt > 0 
for ] cl sufficiently large. 
Thus, all conditions of Corollary 4.1 are satisfied and, hence, Eq. (5.2) has 
at least one T-periodic solution for b sufficiently small. 
EXAMPLE 2. The scalar equation 
XCrn) + umelXm-’ + ..a + uIx’ = x(t - h) excreh) - sin t, m>l 
has at least one 2rr-periodic solution if the equation 1” + a,_ ,A”-’ + . .. + 
a,J. = 0 has no root of the form ki with k a nonzero integer. In fact, it is 
easily verified that g(t, u/) = v(--h) e*(-“) - sin t satisfies all the conditions 
of Corollary 4.1. However, the function g(t, w) does not satisfy condition (Q) 
and, hence, [ 11, Theorem 8.11 does not apply. Also, Corollary 5.1 and, 
therefore, Ward’s theorem [ 121 do not apply, since 
p - (t) = lim sup ye” = 0 and 
! 
sin t dt = 0. 
y-1-m 0 
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